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ABSTRACT (1500 parole/words):  
 
 Despite the obvious importance of migration in the urban contexts of North Africa and 
the Middle East in the modern age, urban history and the history of mobility and 
migration have not always spoken to each other. An interest in the impact of colonial 
regimes in urban planning and social geography has often prevailed (Wright 1991; 
Piaton 2016; McLaren 2018; Dumasy 2022), in part neglecting the question of urban 
contexts as revealers and producers of both social and spatial mobility (Foucault 
1984). Moreover, studies in the North African and Middle Eastern contexts have rarely 
been conceived within an unifying framework, in spite of pleas to do so (Clancy-Smith 
2011; Arsan, Karam, and Khater 2013). 
 
 A new historiographical interest, in which this panel fits, aims to propose a history of 
mobility by investigating the connection between migratory phenomena, urban 
spaces, ecologies, and regimes of historicity (Tabak 2008; Lafi 2023). From the 19th 
century onwards, urban areas in the MENA region have witnessed major changes 
related to mobility and also to the presence of economic, social, and colonial 
marginalities (Biancani 2018; Fuhrmann 2020; Paonessa 2021; Montalbano 2023; 
Carminati 2023). The chosen chronology encompasses the era of political reforms 
(like Tanzimat in Ottoman areas), the implementation of colonial hierarchies in most 
of the MENA region up to the decolonization processes and the postcolonial political 
regimes. Through a perspective on mobility within the urban scale it is possible to 
analyze the different regimes, passages and changes that do not coincide necessarily 
with the classical chronology of the political and diplomatic history.  
 
The interest is to investigate cities as nodes of national as well as transnational and 
global networks. It is in city neighbourhoods that communities, minorities and 
economic and social divisions take concrete shape. At the same time, it is within urban 
spaces where national, class, gender and racial categories can be subverted, 
criticised, reconfigured.  The methodological approach of this panel is to avoid 
considering the relation of these categories as a simple interaction of undiscussed 
blocks but, on the contrary, it focuses on the mutual hybridization of the concepts of 
time, space, and (social, racial, gender) identities. Urban spaces are not here 
understood as a mere setting of historical and social events but as an active part of a 
complexity in which all the different elements are related and built together (Rau, 
Roger 2020).  
 
 The analysis of marginality and daily-life is intended as a privileged perspective to 
underline the spatialized social practices of urban MENA contexts. Even though our 
main academic interest concerns history, this panel aims to be an open space of 



discussions and exchanges among scholars from different social sciences such as 
(but not exclusively): historians, anthropologists, geographers, sociologists. 
 
 We welcome papers (in Italian, English or French) that cover, study or deal with the 
following themes: 
 

• Forms of urban marginality  
• Relationship between urban neighbourhoods and the urban, national, global 

context 
• (re)production of spatial and social boundaries and divisions 
• impact of infrastructure and exploitation in urban social geography 
• sites of hybridisation, conflict and subversion 
• production of alternative urban geographies to institutional ones  
• ecologies of urban spaces 
• relationship between urban spaces and public health ideas or practices  
• proposals or practices of urban modernisation  
• regimes of historicity and temporality across urban contexts 
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